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EDITORIAL

I964 was an extraordinarily productive one both nationally (live
births registered in England and Wales 874,000, Scotland 103,400) and
in the NUTS, as the following compilation of births (which it is hoped
is complete) shows:Date of Birth

•

Full Name

lbs,

r.2th#April

Claire Fiona Jane Thorne

5

25th July'
20th August
20th September

Jonathan Gregory Hook
Beverley Jayne Crouch
Susan Kate Taylor

8

2nd
31st
17th
20th

Wayne S. Dixon
Judith Sinclair Pearson
Julia Clare Brian
Paul Sherrard Brisley

October
October
November
November

ozs.

7
9

9
5
3
3
3

8

12

8

0

8

3

8

Pat raturally feels, because ssf his addition and through business

commitments, that-he will not be able to devote as much time to NUTS
activities as_before-^vso I have taken over as editor of the newsletter.
During 1965 I shall aim to produce four issues and I look forward to
* receiving any news and views you may have.
«

1NEWS AND VIEVS
We have recently acquired an Addressograph machine, which will save
Peter Hopkins much unnecessary work, and a typewriter, which under the
deft fingers of Mrs. Heather Sparks, has produced most of "British
'Athletics I965" for direct reproduction.
The annual is scheduled for

;• publication on the 26th March - unprecedentedly early.

Bob, incidentally,

.received a cut on his forehead while playing in goal for an old boys'

J(Sloane School, Chelsea) team, which necessitated twelve stitches;

since

:then he seems to have come up with more ideas than ever I

Martin Janes became engaged last year to Barbara Everitt, Britain's
8th best ever discus

thrower.

Martin was one of the few members fortunate

enough to be at Tokyo for the Olympic Games, and he organised a. most
enjoyable showing of his own and Melvyn Watman1 s colour transparencies
uast November.

The NUTS 'Club of the Year' trophies have been kindly donated by

Birds Eye Foods Limited (through the agency of Pat 3rian) and will be
presented later this year.
Keith iviorbey, who put in a great deal of
hard work in organising the contest, scored performances on the definitive

(1962) edition of the Portuguese tables.

Incidentally, Keith also

expects to get married this year.

Pat Mackenzie flew out to the Maidive Islands on the 10th February.
He expects to have much of each day available for his own activities,
e.g. setting Gan All Comers' records in HJ , SP, etc., introducing indoor
athletics to the Southern hemisphere, and of course typing out NUTS
publications.

Bob Phillips, as many will have noticed, has become assistant editor

of "World Sports'1, and has joined the staff of ;,The Observer", editing
the weekly round-up of significant news.

MISCELLANY by the Editor

Dai (He&dyd) Davies, Bob Sparks, and Chris Thorne all have the
distinction of appearing in "Directory of British Scientists 1964-65".
The following notes are amplified from the entries in that publication.

Dai obtained "his 3,Sc. and Ph.D. degrees in analytical chemistry
at Birmingham U (1961 and 1964) and is at present on a 1 year diploma

